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advantage of the VIP cars permitting them
to pass IDF checkpoints without
inspections.

Who Is A Jew
Minister of the Interior, Eli Yishai,
announced on Thursday that in 2010,
94% of the new immigrants will be nonJews. Yishai stated the alarming reality
demands the Law of Return be amended
to limit the trend that will lead to a loss,
the Jewish majority in Israel.
Yishai pointed out that at present, there is
a growing number of IDF soldiers refusing
to take the oath of allegiance on the Bible,
insisting on doing so on the New
Testament.
[Editors Note; visit www.WhoIsAJew.com
for the torah view on this subject]

VIP Terrorist
The GSS (General Security Service – Shin/
Bet) received information from terrorists
in custody. that senior PA officials have
been transporting illegal weapons and
ammunition from Jordan, taking

European Unions True Colors
Though the United Nations backed off
from its plan to investigate Israel for the
Jenin battles of two months ago, the
European Union refuses to give up. Its
European Commission is currently visiting
in Israel, and negative superlatives are once
again being dramatically sounded to
describe what happened in Jenin. It will be
recalled that the IDF preferred to endanger
its own soldiers, as opposed to "innocent"
PA residents, during the anti-terrorism
battles against the terrorist strongholds in
Jenin. Israel lost 23 soldiers in the Jenin
battles, including 13 in one ambush.
Despite this, Arab accusations of an Israeli
"massacre" in Jenin echoed for weeks
afterwards in the world media, until it
became clear that instead of the
"hundreds" of dead, there were actually
only about 50. This has not stopped the
Chairman of the Commission from
describing what he saw there yesterday as
"horrific," and adding, "Europe is
frustrated with Israel."

Republicans And Israel
A new poll (published on June 11,
2002) conducted among American
voters by the Gallup polling agency for
CNN and USA Today has found that
American Republicans were much
more likely than Democrats to believe
that the United States supports Israel
“the right amount.” The question asked
of 800 adult respondents was “Do you
think the United States supports Israel
too much, about the right amount, or
too little?”
47% of the Republican respondents
said that the US support for Israel is the
right amount, 12% said too little and
36%, too much. In contrast, a majority
of Democrats (51%) say US support
for Israel is too much, while 32% say it
is the right amount. Independents are
about evenly divided between the two
points of view.
Source: INN

True Peace has launched a PR campaign
for Eretz Israel and needs your help! We
are distributing much sought-after books,
videotapes and other materials to students
on college campuses, Chabad Houses, and
The Reality Behind The Language Of Diplomacy
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us together from the four corners of the earth to our land. [2]"
A Terrorist Remorse
In this light, I find both strange and threatening the report that the present government of
Israel is prepared to surrender portions of the land to other nations. Although they call this
“Next time, I would become a
autonomy, the diplomatic terminology used is of no consequence. In practice, they are
fighter, and if I saw any Jews I
laying the foundation for the establishment of a Palestinian state within Eretz Yisrael,
wouldn't hesitate to shoot them, but
forcing the withdrawal of a Jewish presence from large portions of Judea, Samaria and
I wouldn't want to hurt myself,”
Gaza, and eventually ceding even the holy cities of Hebron and Jerusalem to the Arabs.
This is a matter of urgent concern: lives are at stake.
Zeidan Zeidan a terrorist that was wounded
Source: IsraelNN.com

[1] Genesis 12:7.[2] Daily liturgy.
Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel 5752 (1992)

when the bomb he was carrying in a backpack
partially detonated at a busy highway junction
in central Israel on May 8th 2002.
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